2008 chevy tahoe dashboard

We bought the vehicle used from a used car lot. It was pouring rain. We live near Seattle and we
went to Portland to look at the Tahoe. The dealer was pushy and seemed to want us to hurry
and seal the deal. We did. Only the next day we really had a chance to look at it and yes the
dash was cracked in 2 places. Also the exterior. The automatic running boards have stopped
working. This issue is common for the Tahoe It should be a recall and Chevy should fix the
problem. Trade in value is drastically affected because of this defect. Anyone that owns a Tahoe
with this problem is frustrated with the unwillingness of Chevy to listen to them. This is a
disgrace for a USA product. Make it right Chevy. Put some faith back into American made
products or at least admit the defect. Do what is right for the American consumer. Temperature
dropped into teens last night. Not sure if the fact that it was hot in the SUV when I got home last
night, mixed with the drop in temp did this? Never happened before in any other vehicle I have
owned including previous Tahoe. The fact that so many other Tahoe owners are complaining
about the same issue should be a red flag to Chevy. I have 3 cracks in the dashboard of my
Tahoe, and know of 3 others with the same problem.. I contacted Chevy, but was told they
would not address this problem.. I will never purchase another Chevy product again.. I have
owned 3 Chevy vehicles including my current Tahoe. I had never had a problem with the
previous two vehicles, but on the Tahoe I have experienced 6 years into my truck a cracked
dashboard. I have contacted GMC to complain about my issue and requesting some sort of
financial relief for the cost of the expensive repair. I was amazed when searching for similar
issues that there were quite a few Chevy Tahoe owners that experience the same problem. I
explain these complaints to the customer service rep that was assisting me. And of course they
denied that there are issues. They declined assistance on helping me repair the issue which is
due to their manufacturing of this vehicle! I am very unsatisfied with their unwillingness to even
not offer some sort of solution. GMC needs to realize there is a serious problem with their
manufacturing and issue a recall on Chevy Tahoe's. I have had my Chevy Tahoe for 3 years and
in we noticed that the dash was cracked on the passenger's side right by the air bag and also
along the driver's side. I didn't realize that there were so many other vehicles like mine with this
same issue. To have a cracked dash in a truck that's just 6 years old is totally unacceptable for
any standards. My dashboard has cracked in 3 separate places and I keep having to super glue
it so that it does not crack in half over the instrument cluster This is a problem that I have read
happens to a lot of Tahoe owners. I'm surprised that Chevy hasn't at least offered to help try
and remedy the problem I'm just disappointed that the dashboard in my Tahoe would crack in 2
to 3 different places. I have never had this happen to me before and this is my 3rd vehicle from
Chevrolet. I would think this was a recall problem. Would like to know. I was so mad to see this
big crack in my dashboard on the driver side. I live in Jacksonville NC and the weather is not
harsh so it has to be a defect. I just wish I could have it fixed. We hope that GM will issue a
recall on the dash crack. Ours is on the passenger side near the airbag. It is common on these
trucks because of the poor manufacturing quality. After this we probably will not buy a Chevy
again. The dealership straight up and told us that ours was a first, I'm like bs. This is why I will
not by GM cars again there lack of customer appreciation is under par. This is after I showed
him print outs of others that are having the same cracked panels. GM if you are reading this
please make it right to the consumers out there that are supporting American made
automobiles. Thank you. I am very disapointed in my Tahoe. This is just one of many problems I
have had since purchasing it. I feel like I have bought a lemon.. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 11 reports replace dashboard 3 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Tahoe problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. I've never put
anything on the dashboard. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Years
after complaints first emerged against General Motors, owners are still seeking solutions to
their cracked dash woes. On February 8, , the court ruled in favor of GM and dismissed the
case. Despite this ruling, however, the court granted plaintiffs the opportunity to replead some
of their claims. What they found was that there had been numerous complaints concerning
cracked dashboards on the NHTSA database, with at least eight of them coming from owners of
the same vehicle. There were also around 34 similar complaints from Chevy Tahoe owners.
They also attempted to get GM to initiate a recall voluntarily, but while they acknowledged the
issue, GM insisted that the recurring defect was, quite literally, on the surface. But there were
still many other customers who were facing the same problem, and with the company still
refusing to announce a recall for vehicles affected by the cracking issue, a number of GM
owners eventually took matters into their own hands. It was around this time that a Change.
Signed by more than 10, supporters, the petition asked GM to recall certain to vehicles,

including the Silverado, Tahoe, and Suburban. The class action against GM was filed in in the U.
District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, with plaintiffs coming from more than 20
states. According to the lawsuit, GM should be held accountable for the allegedly defective
design that was supposedly causing cracks in dashboards of vehicles such as the Yukon,
Silverado, Tahoe, and more. Plaintiffs stated that the issue not only ruins vehicle aesthetics, but
also creates a possible safety hazard. Owners are convinced that a cracked dashboard could
compound the severity of a car crash, stating that it could shatter into pieces upon airbag
deployment and send shards of dashboard flying at both the driver and their passengers. Aside
from the aforementioned safety concerns, owners of affected Chevy and other GM vehicles
have also expressed worry over the diminished resale value of their trucks due to these cracks
in their dashboards. One would think that a company like GM would be more willing to stand
behind their product with more pride. Owners claim that GM shifted from a multi-piece to a
one-piece dashboard design, which could have caused the ubiquitous flaw, given the lack of
relief points to counter additional strain placed on their dashboards. Others say GM
overtightened the bolts securing the dash in place, leading to additional stress on the
component. Naturally, dashboards can break from overexposure to the sun. The lawsuit,
however, claimed that the issue cannot be pinned on excessive heat as the cracks in multiple
GM vehicles in the same exact locations on the dashboard particularly around the passenger
airbag cover and in various environments. Owners are advised to fix cracked dashboards at the
first opportunity. Having it professionally fixed or replaced can cost you around a thousand
bucks or more, which is why installing a dash cover appears to be the quickest remedy. Another
option, however, would be to purchase a dashboard repair kit you may also use any leather and
vinyl repair kit and fill in the cracks yourself. That helps. Many dashboards can be repaired
either by filling in the cracks then sanding and painting the dash or by installing a molded
dashboard cover over the top of the original dash. In some cases, you can fill in the cracks, then
sand the dashboard down and paint it. You may also be able to find a molded dashboard cover
that can be installed directly over the original dash. It may be possible to stop a dashboard
crack from spreading by putting a tiny hole with a larger diameter than the crack at the end of
the crack. This method should only be used on dashboards made of composite plastics. The
cost of replacing a dashboard will vary, depending on the year, make, and model of your
vehicle. Written by CarParts. Reading Time: 5 minutes Contents hide. Fixing Your Cracked Dash
Problem. Frequently Asked Questions. Can a cracked dashboard be repaired? How do you fix a
cracked dashboard? How do you stop a dashboard crack from spreading? How much is it to
replace a dashboard? Click a star to rate this article. File Under : Features. February 23,
February 22, Ford Escape Reliability and Common Problems. Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to These dash caps are constructed
with hardw We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Refine by:. Dash Cover part. Returns Policy. See All. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Tah
2006 impala power steering hose replacement
2016 malibu trunk release
2019 santa fe owners manual
oe Dash Cover. Showing 1 - 15 of 92 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RCB.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RCT. Part Number: RCC. Page 1 of 7
Showing 1 - 15 of 92 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from
top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Feb 15, Purchased
on Dec 22, I haven't put it in yet but its the right one. Jim Fordham. Purchased on Jan 27, Feb
08, Robert T Patridge jr. Purchased on Mar 25, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. A
melted dashboard can become shiny and create glare on the windshield, which could impair
your vision. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

